SURVIVING AND THRIVING
STOF
TANKWA TOWN
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34!5)$*)$56)
Survival at AfrikaBurn is all about
selfreliance  participants must bring
everything that they need to Tankwa
Town: food, water, shelter, fuel and
!"#$%&'(#)&"$*+&&,#&-./&0(10"(1&2.(&)31&
desert, remember that you are
(1#0.4#$!51&2.(&-./(#152&")&"55&)$61#+&
When preparing for AfrikaBurn, our
favourite principle to invoke is that of
RADICAL SELFRELIANCE! Don’t
make a burden of yourself and others
*/1&).&5"%7&.2&05"44$48+&&9#1&5.)#&.2&
%.66.4&#14#1+&
:"47;"&:.;4&$#&$4&)31&6"84$'%14)&
Karoo, where the ground is
exceptionally hard and the shalelike
soil has a tremendous appetite for
)-(1#+&<($48&"&)-(1&(10"$(&7$)&"4*&);.&
#0"(1#&$2&"!51+&
Getting to Tankwa Town:
Rule one is SLOW DOWN+&=51"#1&
bare in mind this is a deceptive dirt
(."*+&:31&R355 road is straight and
long and most of it is smooth and
051"#$48&).&*($>1+&
HOWEVER, please don’t be lulled
into going faster and not being super
"51()+&:31(1&"(1&0")%31#&.2&)31&(."*&
that are not smooth and they will
#/(0($#1&-./+&
It is important to drive no faster than
?@76A3&.4&)3$#&(."*+&:3$#&$#&"&(."*&)3")&
has claimed lives so please drive calm
ly, even if you have a 4x4, and espe
%$"55-&$2&-./&*.4B)+&CD1(%$#1&6"D$6/6&
%"/)$.4+&:31&5"#)&#)(1)%3&.2&(."*&$#&.4&"&
4"((.;&2"(6&(."*+&:31&(.%7#&"(1&#3"(0&
and thrive on runners and rims  take
it easy, especially when driving a fully

5."*1*&>13$%51E&.(&;$)3&"&)("$51(+&,&)$0&
from locals is to turn your side mirrors
to see your back tyres when you hit the
dirt – this way you can always keep an
eye on your back wheels, which carry
)31&31">$1#)&5."*+&

#7!.)#',/*
*All the normal rules of road

#"21)-&"005-+
* Do not drink and drive
* We strongly recommend traveling in
%.4>.-+&&
* We strongly recommend that you
drive up during the daylight!
F&:31&5"#)&G@@76&$#&.4&*$()&(."*+&H)&3"#&
some bad patches, so drive carefully
"4*&#5.;5-+&H)B#&)160)$48&).&2115&5$71&
you’re almost there when you hit the
*$()&I&-./&"(14B)+&H)&)"71#&"!./)&"4&3./(&
"4*&"&3"52&).&%.>1(&)31&*$()&#1%)$.4+&,4*&
$)#&)31&6.#)&)(1"%31(./#+&Take care+
AfrikaBurn does not patrol the road
and are not able to provide assistance
./)#$*1&.2&)31&1>14)+
* Note that cellphone coverage is
patchy to nonexistent along the dirt
(."*+
* This year however there will be a
roving tyre repair service, operated by
a local farmer, He will be driving the
length of the R355 between Stone
31481&"4*&)31&)"(&#1%)$.4&);$%1&*"$5-+&&
Once in the morning, once in the after
4..4+
* All repairs are transactions done
directly with the farmer and will be
done on a cash basis,
* There will also be a refreshment
station where the R303 meets the

Participation
R355 (this is approximately 30kms up
the dirt road and 70kms from the turn
.22&).&,2($7"</(4J+
This year at the gate every per
son will be asked to sign an
indemnity form thanks to the
new Consumer Protection Act
that came into being end of
March 2011. Please be patient
as we deal with this admin. At
this stage you’re almost there.
Please be patient when arriving
there may be a queue.

54/)&!*$8*
Tankwa Town is a pedestrian
environment, no cars are allowed
except for mutant vehicles (art cars),
bicycles, emergency vehicles and
"*6$4$#)(")$>1&>13$%51#+
1.&<HKLMCN&,OC&PQ:&=9<MHK&
=OQ=CO:L& R& 051"#1& 3">1& (1#01%)& 2.(&
.)31(&01.051B#&0(.01()-+
2. You may not buy or sell anything at
:"47;"&:.;4+&
3. AfrikaBurn is a Leave No Trace event
 there will be no rubbish bins or recep
)"%51#+&S3")&-./&!($48&$4E&-./&)"71&./)&
;$)3&-./+
4.&=51"#1&*.4B)&"(($>1&")&)31&1>14)&;$)3&
your dog, there is reason for us not al
5.;$48&)316+&

If you want to broaden your
participation in the event, there are
"6051&.00.()/4$)$1#+&Q/(#&$#&"&#.%$1)-&
.2&"%)$>$#)#+&S1&5$71&).&0("%)$%1&"4*&
awaken the “doocracy” at Tankwa
:.;4&"4*&!1-.4*+&&S314&-./&#11&"&
job that needs to be done, roll up your
#511>1#&"4*&*.&$)+&T110&)3$#&$4&6$4*U&
)31(1&$#&4.&V)31-W&$4&:"47;"&:.;4+&
:31(1&$#&.45-&V/#+W&:31(1&$#&4.&
mystical “they” who will appear to
provide for your needs and clean up
-./(&61##+&X150&/#&$4#)(/%)&.)31(#&R&$2&
you see someone acting irresponsibly,
$4)(.*/%1&-./(#152&"4*&#01"7&/0+&</)&
by the same token, don’t be a
V0"()$%$0")$.4&#4.!W+&Y/#)&!1%"/#1&
someone isn’t costumed or visibly
participating doesn’t mean they aren’t
%.4)($!/)$48+&Z1)&$4>.5>1*+

3/!54/#)!(.
8,$9!5/
In the Tankwa Karoo desert, the days
can reach !"#$%and the nights

%"4&(1"%3&2(11[$48+&:"47;"&:.;4&"5#.
experiences some of the most
spectacular windstorms you’ll ever
;$)41##A1D01($14%1+&:31&.45-&
predictable thing about the weather
)31(1&$#&)3")&$)&$#&/40(1*$%)"!51+&K.61&
0(10"(1*&2.(&"55&1>14)/"5$)$1#+
In 2010 the weather was ridiculously
perfect, never too hot, never too cold,
*1"*&#)$55&"4*&!1"/)$2/5+&&H2&\@G@&;"#&
-./(&'(#)&-1"(&$4&)31&*1#1()E&*.4B)&!1&
fooled into thinking the climate is
!14$84+&&H)&6$83)&!1E&!/)&$)B#&!1#)&).&
%.61&0(10"(1*+&
As AfrikaBurn is a camping community
event that is all about participation, we
do not endorse people staying offsite
"4*&>$#$)$48&.4&"&*"$5-&!"#$#+&H)&
hampers participation and increases
)("2'%+&&H4&.(*1(&).&*$#%./("81&)3$#E&;1&
will be charging R50 per person to
reenter the site  cars will have to
park at the gate and people will have
).&;"57&).&:"47;"&:.;4+&=51"#1&*.4B)&
argue with the lovely people working at
)31&8")1+&&These are the rules.

Camping
:.&)31&/4$4$)$")1*+&:"47;"&:.;4&$#&5"$*&
./)&$4&"&3.(#1#3.1&#16$%$(%51&#3"01+&
The centre of this horseshoe is called
the Binnekring; it‘s where much of the
"()&")&,2($7"</(4&$#&05"%1*+&:31&(."*&
that fronts this empty (except for art)
space is called “Binnekring Rd”  the
cross roads are like the hours on a
clock, going from 10ish Street through

).&\R$#3&#)(11)+&

This way, once you have found your
spot for the event, you will have an ad
*(1##+&].(&1D"6051E&-./&%./5*&!1&5$>$48&
")&V<$4417($48&"4*&^U^@R$#3W+&&H4&\@GG&
we will be establishing the Buitekring
(."*+
Driving and camping is strictly
0(.3$!$)1*&.4&)31&<$4417($48+&&Q4%1&
you have found your camping spot,
put your keys away (in a safe place) –
you’re now a pedestrian (or cyclist)!
Camps with loud sound systems are
placed on the ends of the horseshoe –
$+1+&")&G@R$#3&"4*&")&\R$#3+&&
=51"#1&)"71&)3$#&$4).&"%%./4)&;314&
you are deciding where to camp – if
you have children, camp closer to the
!.)).6&.2&)31&3.(#1#3.1&_$+1+&41"(&Q22R
K14)(1&K"60J+&

]$4*$48&-./(&#0.)&3"0014#&.4&"&'(#)&
%.61&'(#)R#1))51*&!"#$#+&:31&.45-&
reserved camping areas are for
(18$#)1(1*&:3161&K"60#+&:31#1&;$55&
!1&6"(71*&./)+&=51"#1&*.&4.)&#1))51&$4&
"&(1#1(>1*&#0.)+&

8!9:$(-)/;'$:9/(5)
!5)5!(%3!)573()<)
54/)-7*:/,)
7")#/&!#
So+&L./B>1&"!#.(!1*&)31&(1"5$)-&)3")&
you have to bring all you need to
#/(>$>1&).&:"47;"+&Z..*&#)"()+&].(&'(#)&
timers, you need to understand that
unlike anywhere you’ve ever camped
before; you need to take into account
that the ground is HARD+&P.)&`/$)1&
(.%7E&!/)&0(1))-&*"64&%5.#1+&<($48&
along a hammer (at least tenpound,
but the bigger the better) and heavy
*/)-&018#+&:31&018#&)3")&%"61&;$)3&
your tent will not work – you need
#.61)3$48&6/%3&#)(.481(+&S3$%3&$#&
;3-&-./&411*&(1!"(&I&)31-&"(1&*$2'%/5)&
to get in, but so lovely to have in the
8(./4*a1#01%$"55-&$4&"&;$4*#).(6+
Rebar is the name given to the round,
grooved steel bar used to reinforce
%.4%(1)1+&Z1)&#.61&"4*&3">1&$)&%/)&
to size – don’t use anything less than
Gb66&;$*)3+&H)&&$#&"4&1D%15514)&;"-&).&
anchor your tents, especially Bedouin/
2(112.(6&)14)#+&S314&-./B(1&;3"%7$48&
it in & once it’s in the ground, it’s a cut
ankle and broken toe hazard so cap

all exposed ends of rebar with empty
1liter plastic bottles, cut tennis balls or
old dolls heads to prevent foot/leg
injuries+&:(-&).&0.#$)$.4&-./(&)14)&"4*&
any shade structures to present the
#6"551#)&0.##$!51&0(.'51&).&)31&;$4*+&
The wind at Tankwa goes all over the
place, so if you walk away from your
camp, keep an eye on the wind, but if
forced to identify a prevailing wind, we
;./5*&#"-&)3")&$)&$#&PRN+&].(&#6"551(&
tents, weight the interior corners of
your tent or attach them to your
>13$%51+&

Safety
Basics
* Drink WATER regularly, especially if
drinking alcohol
* Bring sunscreen and hat and use
them both
* Bring dust goggles and a bandana –
dust storms are only fun if you’re
prepared
* Bring a torch (or two) and lights for
-./(&%"60+&H2&-./&!($48&"&!$71E&0.0&"&
5$83)&.4&$)+
F&M.%7&>"5/"!51#&$4&-./(&%"(+&
* Crates with lids are a good idea for
clothes because they keep (some of)
the dust out
F&N)"71&)14)#&*.;4&;155+&L./&%"4&"5#.&
use your car as a windbreak and tent
"4%3.(+
* Ropes or cables used to stabilise
)14)#&#3./5*&!1&c"881*E&0(121("!5-&
;$)3&;3$)1&.(&(1c1%)$>1&")&4$83)+&
* All camps should have an allpurpose

'(1&1D)$48/$#31(&"4*&'(#)&"$*&7$)+

9/.$8!,
R&O1616!1(&).&!($48&"*1`/")1&#/005$1#&
of any prescription medications
 There will be medics onsite,
however they are there for
emergency situations only
 The medics may turn patients away if
the situation is not an emergency
 In case of severe emergency the
medics can evacuate patients by road
or air
 Note that AfrikaBurn will not cover
costs associated with evacuation
 The following injuries are indicative of
what will be treated on site:
d&e$"((31"E&4"/#1"&"4*&>.6$)$48
d&X1"*"%31#
d&X-0.85-%16$"
d&e13-*(")$.4
d&,4"03-5"%)$%&(1"%)$.4#
d&N)$48#&"4*&!$)1#
d&f$4.(&"#)36")$%&161(814%$1#
d&f$4.(&5"%1(")$.4#&
d&N/4!/(4&"4*&.)31(&6$4.(&!/(4&;./4*#
d&N)"!$5$#")$.4&.2&"4-&2("%)/(1
 The following (and similar) injuries will
be stabilised and referred to the nearest
hospital, with the patient to provide their
.;4& )("4#0.()+& S1& (1%.6614*& 3">$48&
a designated driver in your camp/group
of friends in case of emergency:
d&f$4.(&!.41&2("%)/(1#
d&N)"!$5$[1*&5"%1(")$.4#

d&<(.714&)11)3
d&,55&4.4R5$21&)3(1")14$48&"4*&
#)"!$5$[1*&6$4.(&1>14)#+
f"g.(&$4g/($1#&#/%3&"#&)3.#1&5$#)1*&!1
low will be transported by ambulance
or helicopter (as appropriate) to the
nearest major medical facilities:
d&O1#/#%$)")1*&0")$14)#
d&f"g.(&!.41&2("%)/(1#&$4%5/*$48&5.48
bone, cervical and skeletal
d&,#)36")$%&6"g.(
d&N1>1(1&%.4%/##$.4&
d&f"g.(&5"%1(")$.4E&!/(4#&"4*&#.2)&)$#
sue injuries
d&,55&/4#)"!51&5$21R)3(1")14$48&161(814
cies

Fire

R&S1&*.&4.)&3">1&"&'(1&!($8"*1E&"4*&
are far away from major towns
 &'(%)(*%+,(-,*./%012'+%3+%14%
avoidance (ironic isn’t it?). If
#.61)3$48&%")%31#&.4&'(1E&;1&;$55&
probably just let it burn!
R&H4&)31&%"#1&.2&)14)&.(&#)(/%)/(1&'(1#E&&
do not attempt to enter the tent /
&&#)(/%)/(1&).&(16.>1&0.##1##$.4#+
 When planning your camp, leave at

51"#)&)3(11&61)1(#&!1);114&c"66"!51&
$)16#+&<-&;"-&.2&1D"6051E&3">1&-./(&
tent three meters from your genera
tor, which should be three meters
from your fuel+&:3$#&"005$1#&).&%"(#&
"4*&%"601(>"4#&"#&;155+
R&L./&6"-&4.)&6"71&'(1#&*$(1%)5-&.4&
the ground; however braais and
braziers may be used
R&]$(1#&6"-&4.)&!1&512)&/4"))14*1*&_)31&
rangers may put them out!)
 You may not burn unapproved
artworks. If you would like to burn
something let the art coordinator/
#"21)-&.2'%1(&74.;+
 When burning structures keep a
safety perimeter of one and a half
)$61#&)31&31$83)&.2&)31&;.(7&.(&6.(1+&
R&f"(7&./)&-./(&01($61)1(&$4&#.61&;"-+&

977:) <) 9!55/#) 7'5)
7"):,!8/)=$>/?)5#!*4@
fQQ=&#)"4*#&2.(&Vf"))1(&Q/)&Q2&
=5"%1W+&H)#&"4&.5*&"4)3(.0.5.8$%"5&)1(6E&
%.$41*&!-&f"(-&e./85"#&R&$)&0.$4)#&).&
)31&2"%)&)3")&ChCOL:XHPZ&-./&!($48&
to Tankwa Town is potential rubbish
if you don’t take care of it: cigarette
stompies, tent stakes, bottle caps,
cigarette stompies, ashes, wood
debris, orange peels, cigarette
stompies, pistachio shells, boa and
(.01&'!1(#E&#1`/$4#E&2"5#1&1-15"#31#&
–even abandoned bikes…oh, and did
we mention the stompies?
Situated in a pristine
environment, AfrikaBurn is a

LEAVE NO TRACE event.
This means that at all times,
you must keep objects such
as paper products, clothing,
and tarps – everything  secure
from the wind.
fQQ=&_f"))1(&Q/)&Q2&=5"%1J&$#&.2)14&
%(1")1*&"#&"&(1#/5)&.2&5"[$41##+&KMC,P&
,N&LQ9&ZQi&
And when we say LEAVE NO
TRACE, we mean it – every
single item you bring in, you
must take back with you. Vat
jou goed as jy trek, Ferreira, en
ons bedoel fokken ALLES, even
string, cigarette butts, cans,
cableties, whatever. Every.
Thing.
There is a misconception that
natural materials are OK to leave
$4&)31&*1#1()+&:31-&j(1&4.)+&:31&*1#1()&
)"71#&"81#&).&*1%.60.#1&)3$48#+&X"-E&
sea shells, plant matter, fruit peels, nut
shells, feathers, coffee grounds etc are
all things that must be removed from
the desert as well as your cigarette
#).60$1#+&,4*&!-&)31&;"-E&0.5-#)-(141&
!"55#&"(1&"&6"g.(&"$7.4"+&Y/#)&*.4B)&*.&
$)+&
M/%7$5-&$)#&`/$)1&#$6051&">.$*&fQQ=U&
5%67879%:7;%<6=;>?6@%>?;%
;>7%@9&A6B
5%C7$A97%@&&BC%?6%=&A9%
CAMP, WIND STORMS ARE
@97<;%$97<;&9C%&D%E&&F
5%<:G<=C%><87%<%H<@%G?;>%
=&A%

SOOP (Sound Out Of
Place) or Noise Control
5%CE&I79CJ%<:G<=C%><87%<%
CE<::%$&6;<?679%&6%=&A%
D&9%=&A9%C;&EF?7C%<6B%
SPENT MATCHES.
We are ALL responsible for rubbish in
Tankwa Town  every camp and every
individual is responsible for its/their
(12/#1+&S314&-./&#11&(/!!$#3&.4&)31&
ground in Tankwa Town, pick it up and
take it with you!
e.&4.)&0/)&(/!!$#3&$4&)31&).$51)#+&Only
that which passes through your
body, and oneply toilet paper,
belong in the toilets. NO
;<EF&6CK%9AHH?C>K%
$?@<97;;7%C;&EF?7CK%7;$L%
Secure your load! ="%7&%"(12/55-&
"4*&6"71&#/(1&-./(&O9<<HNX&"4*&
other items do not come loose on the
*($>1&3.61&"4*&5$))1(&)31&3$83;"-#+&
=51"#1&g.$4&-./(&41$83!./(#&.4&
N/4*"-&"4*&f.4*"-&after the burn,
or schedule two hours on your own
during your stay to help clean up
Tankwa Town. Go to the
="()$%$0")$.4&N)")$.4&$2&-./&;"4)&).&!1&
#)11(1*&).&"&0"()$%/5"(&%51"4/0&0(.g1%)+&
Rake your own camp and conduct a
fQQ=&#;110&).&$4#01%)&-./(&#0"%1+&
You’ll be surprised how much stuff
-./B>1&512)&5-$48&"(./4*+&

O$83)E&-./B>1&3"*&-./(&fQQ=E&4.;&
3">1&)31&NQQ=+&H)B#&*15$%$./#+&Q(&4.)E&
*1014*$48+&f/#$%&$#&"4&$60.()"4)&0"()&
of Tankwa Town for many people, so
if you’re bringing a sound system and
music to AfrikaBurn everyone will love
you, but we really want everyone to still
5.>1&-./&!-&)31&14*&.2&)31&;117+&H)B#&"&
5.48&;117&$2&-./&!5"#)&$)&\kRl+&:"71&$4).&
consideration that sound – especially
bass – travels like a mother out in the
*1#1()+&P.)&1>1(-.41&;$55&;"4)&).&g.5&
;314&-./&*.+&Q(&#5110&;314&-./&*.+&
Know that the only reliable way to get
"&`/$1)E&/4$4)1((/0)1*&4$83)B#&#5110&$#&
to bring earplugs or camp well away
2(.6&)31&4.$#$1#)&%"60#+&
Remember that civic responsibility is
one of the principles right alongside
("*$%"5&1D0(1##$.4+&Be neighbourly
and respectful and be open to
requests to turn it down a bit.
None of us wants to be the person
who comes to unplug you after you’ve
$84.(1*&"55&)3.#1&0.5$)1&(1`/1#)#&"4*&
#)1(4&;"(4$48#+&
Crazy sound levels that continue after
#/2'%$14)&(1`/1#)#&"4*&;"(4$48#&;$55&!1&
*$#"!51*+&H2&-./&/#1&"4&"605$'1*&"/*$.&
system at your camp please keep the
>.5/61&")&"&(1"#.4"!51&51>15+&,()&%"(#&
with sound systems are subject to the
same standards, and must cut their
sound when approaching art
$4#)"55")$.4#&"4*&01(2.(6"4%1#+&
The hum of generators can become
"44.-$48&.>1(&"&5.48&01($.*&.2&)$61+&
=51"#1&7110&-./(&41$83!.(#&$4&6$4*+&

Parenting At
AfrikaBurn
We recommend generators that are
#./4*&$4#/5")1*+&C4%5.#$48&$)&$4&"&>14)$
5")1*&;..*14&!.D&3150#&)(1614*./#5-+&

#/(5!,)5#'8%*A)
#+*)B)87#:7#!5/)
,7-7*
,2($7"</(4&$#&"&*1%.66.*$'1*&[.41E&
;31(1&!("4*$48&$#&4.4&8(")"+&
Corporate advertising is not permitted
")&,2($7"</(4+&Z.)&"&>"4&2(.6&;.(7&;$)3&
5.8.#m&K.>1(&$)&/0+&="()$%$0"4)#&;$)3&
(14)"5&)(/%7#&"4*&Oh#&"(1&14%./("81*&
).&%.>1(&.(&*1%.(")1&0(.6$414)&5.8.#+&
The display or distribution of corporate
banners, corporate logos, giveaway
items, samples, and other such
promotional paraphernalia is strictly
0(.3$!$)1*+&H)&*.1#4B)&!15.48+&
RVs and Caravans: You are
welcome to bring a recreational
>13$%51+&<1&";"(1E&3.;1>1(E&)3")&)31(1&
is no dumping station onsite and you
will not be allowed to dump on the
<$4417($48+&:31(1&$#&PQ&0.)"!51&;")1(&
#.5*E&#.&05"4&"%%.(*$485-+&,5#.E&/#1&
.45-&.41R05-&).$51)&0"01(+&]$4"55-E&!1&
considerate of your neighbors when
running your generator

It’s a wonderful thing to have kids at
,2($7"</(4E&)31-&5.>1&$)+&S1&5.>1&)316+&
But you have to prepare them and be
0(10"(1*&-./(#152+

8!9:$(-)
)C)8477*/)3$*/,D
If you want your child to get a good
night’s sleep you should think carefully
"!./)&;31(1&-./B(1&8.$48&).&%"60+&
=$%7&"&#0.)&)3")&$#&.22&)31&!1")14&)("%7&
enough that you can expect less
)("2'%&"4*&51##&4.$#1&I&!1"(&$4&6$4*&
the sound systems at the far end of the
event (on the ends of the horseshoe’s
‘horns’) may well be loud and go on
2.(&#.61&)$61+&:3$#&$#&;3-&-./&#3./5*&
choose the areas between 5ish street
and 7ish street, which have naturally
developed into what is turning into
VT$*#>$551V&")&:"47;"&:.;4+
Orientate your kids when you get
to Tankwa Town, walk around with
them and identify landmarks that will
3150&)316&4">$8")1&"4*&!1&#"21+
Smaller children should have a
bracelet or small ID cards with the
names of their parents and location of
)31$(&%"60#$)1+&:3$#&;"-&O"481(#&"4*&
friendly burners can help when
411*1*+&
Older kids are going to want to
stretch their limits and cruise around
on their own  make some guidelines

:#/:!#/)D7'#)
*:#7-*
that you both feel comfortable with,
including how far to go and how often
).&%31%7&!"%7&$4&;$)3&-./+&
@*,%,1%M41N%/1'(%4*3.OP1'(+L
The community is one of the great
#)(148)3#&.2&,2($7"</(4+&:31#1&2.57#&
will help look out for your kids, your
bikes, and everything else at your
%"60E&;3$51&-./&*.&)31&#"61&2.(&)316+&
="(14)#&411*&).&3">1&2/4E&)..E&#.&;.(7&
up plans for how to get out and do
grownup things while someone else
;")%31#&)31&7$*#+&H2&-./&%"60&;$)3&
friends or other families, try trading off
4$83))$61&;")%31#+&</)&*.&4.)&51">1&
children unattended in camp and
assume that the community will take
%"(1&.2&)316+&
All parents should attend to their
children and are responsible for their
#"21)-&"4*&;155&!1$48&")&"55&)$61#+&
="(14)#&4.)&!13">$48&(1#0.4#$!5-&;$)3&
regard to their children may be asked
).&51">1&)31&1>14)+&
Always be respectful and
aware of the presence of chil
dren in Tankwa Town and be
considerate of their needs.

Let your kids know in advance about
the kind of things that they will see/
6$83)&#11&"4*&31"(+&P/*$)-E&
iconoclastic art, sexuality, rude
language, cultural commentary and
weird behavior are all a part of the
,2($7"</(4&1D01($14%1+&N)11(&)316&
away from whatever you feel
uncomfortable with, but be matterof
fact about the stuff they are curious
"!./)+&L./&6"-&!1&#/(0($#1*&")&3.;&
`/$%75-&)31-&!1%.61&!5"#n&"!./)&)31&
)3$48#&-./&;.((-&6.#)&"!./)+
Talk to them about commonsense
safety, like not looking into the mouth
.2&"&'(1R!(1")3$48&*("8.4E&.(&4.)&
standing under scaffolding that people
"(1&;.(7$48&.4+&,*>$#1&)316&).&!1&
cautious about getting too close to
aggressive art, destructive robots, and
6.>$48&>13$%51#+&,&5$))51&!$)&.2&%"(1&%"4&
go a long way in a chaotic
14>$(.4614)+&
Be respectful of children’s personal
#0"%1&"4*&)31$(&411*#+&
In the instance that you lose your child,
4.)$2-&"&:"47;"&:.;4&O"481(+&

The gate will be closed to anyone
wanting to exit the event until the child
has been located and reunited with its
0"(14)&+

much less likely your bike will be
borrowed without permission if it looks
/4$`/1+&,4*&5$83)&-./(&!$71&2.(&
4$83))$61&($*$48+

AfrikaBurn Bike
101

E<9I%=&A9%H?I7J and ALL of
-./(&#$84$'%"4)&0.##1##$.4#&
_!"%70"%7E&%"61("E&1)%+J&;$)3&-./(&
name, phone number or email
"**(1##E&"4*&%"60&5.%")$.4+&

Bicycles are almost a necessity in
Tankwa Town  they make everything
6.(1&"%%1##$!51+&&</)&051"#1&!1"(&
in mind that BICYLES ARE NOT
FAH:?$%F9&F79;=Q%There is no
bike repair service available, so be
sure your bike is in good working order
<C]QOC&)31&1>14)E&"4*&!($48&)..5#E&
like a wire brush, chain lube, and extra
)-(1&)/!1#+&
:&$I%=&A9%H?I7Q%Sadly, last year
we had loads of bikes go missing, and
many of them turned up after everyone
had left and were reunited with their
.;41(#+&X.;1>1(&#.61&*$#"001"(1*&
"4*&41>1(&%"61&!"%7+&N.&$)&$#&;$)3&"&
heavy heart that we recommend you
lock your bike at all times when you
"(1&4.)&/#$48&$)+&
=51"#1&41>1(&5.%7&-./(&!$71&).&8/-&
wires or artwork as this may hamper
01(2.(6"4%1#&"4*&#%31*/51*&!/(4#+&
No bike is considered stolen unless the
lock was bust, and no bike is
considered lost until the event is over
.4&f.4*"-+&
B7$&9<;7%=&A9%H?I7J  It is

:7<87%6&%;9<$7J%B&%6&;%ditch
your bike at AfrikaBurn! Dealing with
abandoned bikes stretches our already
.>1(R)"D1*&(1#./(%1#+&
Telephone Service
N.((-&2.(&-./+&M/%7-&2.(&-./+&K155&
phones do not work in at Tankwa
:.;4+&

The Environment
Power
We appreciate that making the transi
tion from using fossil fuels for power
is an expensive exercise and often a
bit of an experiment, but we urge you
).&*.&#.&2.(&-./(&%"60&411*#&")&51"#)+&&
Transitioning to solar power (come
on, people, let’s get it right, we’re in
the fucking desert here!) and maybe
a wind turbine or two is an investment
)3")&-./&;.4B)&(18(1)+&P.)&g/#)&2.(&)31&
*1#1()&!/)&2.(&)31&(1#)&.2&-./(&5$21&)..+&&
MCeB#&"(1&81))$48&%31"01(&!-&)31&*"-o&
they take very little power to light your
%"60+&9#1&)316&$4#)1"*&.2&$4%"4*1#
%14)#+&C>14&$2&-./&3">1&"&0"()-&#0"%1+&
Get aware, get involved, and get
1>.5>1*+

:4757-#!:4*)!(.)
:4757-#!:4$(-A)
"$,9$(-)!(.)
&/$(-)"$,9/.)!5)
5!(%3!)573(
It’s true  Tankwa is one of the most
03.).814$%&05"%1#&.4&)31&05"41)+&</)&
please remember you’re here to
0"()$%$0")1&R&*.4B)&2.(81)&).&148"81+&
Don’t look at the whole event through
the lens; don’t forget you’re part of the
show  embrace immediacy, and keep
in mind that we want to protect peoples
($83)&).&1D0(1##&)316#15>1#+

Know this:
The event organisers have the
responsibility to create an environment
for participants that does not tolerate
rude or irresponsible use of photo
8("03$%&.(&>$*1.&(1%.(*$48&1`/$0614)+&
=1(#.4#&;3.&%"44.)&(1#01%)&)31&($83)#&
and wishes of others with respect to
photographs, video or recordings of
"4-&7$4*&;$55&!1&"#71*&).&51">1+&
The event organisers reserve the right
to disallow the use of related imagery
and recordings of any kind for com
61(%$"5&.(&/4"00(.>1*&1*$).($"5&/#1+&
="()$%/5"(5-&$2&;1&*1)1(6$41&)3")&
such use(s) may undermine the
personal expression and privacy of
participants or the integrity of the
1>14)+&
Photographers/Videographers/
Audiographers Rights and
Responsibilities
* You have the right to express yourself
and create art as a photographer,
>$*1.8("031(&"4*A.(&"/*$.&"()$#)+&
* You have the responsibility to be
respectful to people you wish to record
and seek permission from them before
(1%.(*$48&)31$(&5$7141##&.(&>.$%1+&
* You may use images that you
obtained at the event only for personal
use unless commercial use has been
"00(.>1*&!-&,2($7"</(4+&
* Those that cannot enjoy their rights
without acting responsibly may be
1#%.()1*&./)&.2&)31&1>14)+&

A Message From
The Department Of Mutant
Vehicles
Artists Rights and
Responsibilities
* You have the right to protect the im
age of your artwork or performance
* You have the right to ask someone to
stop taking images of your art or
01(2.(6"4%1&$2&-./&*.4B)&"00(.>1+&
* You have the right to be credited for
authorship of your artwork in any
commercial use of your work, and per
3"0#&(1%1$>1&0"-614)+&
* You have the right to enforce copy
right and trademark ownership of your
/4$`/1&"();.(7+&&
* To have the greatest legal protection,
"()$#)#&#3./5*&"005-&2.(&"&%.0-($83)+&
* In the case of using images of art
works for editorial use, we encourage
)31&61*$"&).&%(1*$)&#01%$'%&"()$#)#+&
Participant Rights and
Responsibilities
* You have the right to ask someone to
stop taking a picture of you, recording
your image or recording your voice in
"4-&;"-+&&X.;1>1(&7110&$4&6$4*&)31&
nature of radical self
expression, capturing expression is a
2.(6&.2&#152R1D0(1##$.4+&
* You have the right to know what
#.61.41&05"4#&).&*.&;$)3&-./(&$6"81+&
If someone is disrespectfully using
a camera or recording device of any
kind, get the tag number and tell a
O"481(&.(&"4.)31(&.(8"4$#1(+&&

DMV Commandments 
R%>1N%;1%@*,%&00%SRT%&4%<(,%
Cars
1)&:XQ9&NX,M:&6"71&1>1(-&122.()&).&
decorate/create/conjure your golf cart,
)(/%7E&5$6.E&1)%+&
2)&:XQ9&NX,M:&PQ:&R&#)1"5A
%.66"4*11(AW!.((.;W&.2'%$"5&8.52&
%"()#E&.(&"4-&.)31(&.2'%$"5&2.(6&.2&
transportation
_Hf=QO:,P:U&:312)&.(&*1#)(/%)$.4&Q]&
,PL&hCXHKMC&SHMM&PQ:&<C&
:QMCO,:Ce&,:&,2($7"</(4+&,2($7"</(4&
OCNCOhCN&:XC&OHZX:&:Q&CYCK:&
,PLQPC&K,9ZX:&=CO=C:O,:HPZA
=,O:HKH=,:HPZ&HP&,PL&N9KX&,K:+J&
3)&:XQ9&NX,M:&PQ:&)(-&).&81)&.4E&
impede, or stop a moving art car,
mutant vehicle, plane, balloon,
315$%.0)1(&.(&"4-&.)31(&c-$48&.(&*($>$48&
device
4)&:XQ9&NX,M:&*"4%1&"(./4*E&;">1&
your arms and ask politely to get on a
passing mutant vehicle:
a) once the mutant vehicle has come
to a complete stop, (if needed) ask for
assistance or hop on the vehicle in a
safe, appropriate manner (remember:
be sure to thank the driver in whatever
way is acceptable)
b) If the mutant vehicle does not stop
for whatever reason, do not attempt to
run down, jump on, hogtie, and/or
c$0R.22&)31&>13$%51&.(&$)#&*($>1(_#J&
(Remember: when your barkin’ on day
three and it’s a seemingly long haul

back to camp, you’ll wish you’d been
nice)

issues, violations, and/or problems to
the AfrikaBurn Rangers immediately

5)&:31(1&$#&4.&(/51&b+&=(.%11*&).&O/51&
pE&*.&4.)&%.551%)&O\@@+&N)"-&./))"&g"$5+&
6)&:XQ9&NX,M:&PQ:&"))160)&).&81)&
on nor attempt to get off a moving
mutant vehicle (in case you never got
)3")&)31&'(#)&)$61J
7)&:XQ9&NX,M:&PQ:&.01(")1&"4-&
mutant vehicle and/or its artistic
additions without permission of its
.;41(_#JA.01(").(_#J&_1+8+E&'(1&
cannons, pants cannons, attractive
body parts on vehicle occupants,
sounds and light systems, etc…)
8)&:XQ9&NX,M:&PQ:&R&3$g"%7E&
hoodwink, harass, or harangue the
driver whilst they are in command and
%.4)(.5&.2&)31&6/)"4)&>13$%51+&P.)1U&
these helpful hints apply to occupants,
)..+&
9)&:XQ9&NX,M:&3">1&"&8..*&)$61&
(like you need telling)
10)&:XQ9&NX,M:&"#7&0.5$)15-&"#&;155&
as wait patiently for a mutant vehicle to
come to a complete stop before
disembarking from it
11)&:XQ9&NX,M:&3150&5..7&./)&2.(&)31&
safety of their fellow freaks, aliens, and
even passerbys at all times, even if
they’re exgirlfriends who have recently
slept with your father
12)&:XQ9&NX,M:&(10.()&"4-&#"21)-&

GETTING TO
AFRIKABURN FROM
CAPE TOWN
* Head out on the N1 highway North
towards Worcester
* Go through the Huguenot Tunnel,
Worcester, De Doorns
* Approximately 160kms along the N1,
G@76#&<C]QOC&:./;#&O$>1(E&)/(4&
MC]:&.4).&)31&OkpE&).;"(*#&K1(1#+
F&]$55&-./(&01)(.5A*$1#15&)"47&/0&$4&
Worcester or Touws River as there is
4.&2/15&">"$5"!51&)31(1"2)1(+
* This road continues for approximately
k@76#&"4*&14*#&$4&"&:Rg/4%)$.4+
* At the Tjunction turn RIGHT onto the
R355 Towards Calvinia and Suther
5"4*+
*Approximately 100m on, the road
)/(4#&).&*/#)+&
THIS SECTION OF ROAD IS
NARROW, HAS BENDS, HAS A
STEEP DROP & NO BARRIERS.

.$#/85$7(*)57)!"#$%!&'#()
"#79)E74!((/*&'#F:7<C7%@&%879=%C:&G:=%%
>797L%B&%6&;%@&%D<C;79%
THAN 60KM/H. THIS PATCH
B&7C%6&;%$&6;?6A7%D&9%
:&6@K%C&%><87%F<;?76$7U
F:7<C7UL
* It is also about here that you will lose
cell phone reception, except for a few
very low reception patches here and
)31(1+&N.&*.4B)&!1&(15-$48&.4&%155&03.41&
(1%10)$.4&2.(&"4-)3$48+&:31(1&;$55&!1&
another small section of tar road (as
the road passes through a settlement),
"4*&;$55&)/(4&).&*/#)&"8"$4+
* Stay on the R355 towards Calvinia
_e.&4.)&)/(4&($83)&).&N/)31(5"4*J+
* The entrance to the venue for
AfrikaBurn is approximately 113 kms
along this road, just after a small set
)51614)&%"551*&V:;112.4)1$4W+
* Your landmarks for getting closer
are: a small white bridge crossing the
Tankwa “river” (this means you are
about 2kms away from the turn off into
the venue) followed by a satellite tel
103.41&).;1(&.4&-./(&512)&3"4*&#$*1+
* You will then turn RIGHT into the
0(.01()-&74.;4&"#&VN:QPCXCPZCW
As you go through the gate there will
be a couple of small cottages on your
RIGHT…a settlement called
“Lekkerlag” .

Take the N1 freeway South towards
Cape Town……
* After Colesburg turn right on the R63
).&h$%).($"&S1#)+
F&:(">15&"5.48&)31&Op^&).&h$%).($"&
West,
F&Z.&)3(./83&h$%).($"&S1#)&"4*&#)"-&.4&
the R63…
* Continue along the R63 and go past
Loxton
* Then you travel through Carnavon
stay on the R63…
* Then through Williston still on the
R63 all the way to Calvinia…
* Continue on the R63 about 5 or 10
kms outside of Calvinia on the R63
turn right onto the gravel road to
K1(1#++&:3$#&$#&)31&O^bb
This is the last time you will have sig
nal until you get back to this spot!!
Not sure of the exact km’s but about
100 ish kms along this gravel road you
will see the AfrikaBurn event sign on
the left hand side of the road (R355)
turn left here – go slowly you are now
nearly there
* You may choose to go via Kimberly
but it is slow with many small towns
and stops and starts… If you do go via
Kimberley take the N12 to Kimberley
and then continue along the N12 to
h$%).($"&S1#)+&&
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